**MIT fights bicycle theft**

By Sharon Zito

It's the beginning of a new school year and a time of caution for the students and a time of finery for the kleptomaniacs. It is during this period, when students are shuffling their possessions back and forth in the forms and living groups and getting re-settled, that misplaced possessions become "mismatched" forever.

Perhaps the most vulnerable item in the bicycle, is the lock, often in disrepair or even missing. Students are burglarizing each other's belongings with the same ease as they would another student's bicycle. Some have even taken to using the Campus Patrol as a means of "stealing".

**Near buildings 3 and 5 in the parking lot/Baggage area, there is an enclosed courtyard presently being transformed into a bicycle parking lot. There are new stands near buildings 8, 13 and 13A that are close to ramps and convenient doorways. Inside there is the building 13 basement and although there is an Institute regulation prohibiting bicycles to be parked inside buildings, it is loosely interpreted, to the point where bicycles are only removed by the Campus Patrol if they present a fire hazard or obstruct a passageway.**

Bicycles can be locked in a "relatively safe" place, bicycles must be locked. The Campus Patrol has a free pamphlet describing bicycle locks and chains. There is no free lock, for they are easily and quickly destroyed with one smooth blow of a pair of three foot boltcutters cleverly concealed in a paper bag.

Because of the general availability of boltcutters, it seems almost ridiculous to spend $10-20 dollars for a chain and lock, a large oxygen-acetylene torch requires several minutes to cut it. A special tungsten carbide hacksaw blade requires an hour of continuous cutting and several blades to cut the Stopper.

When opened, the pear-shaped loop encloses an area 20" long and 12" wide. This will secure both wheels and the frame of 3 and 10-speed bicycles to bicycle racks, small trees, posts, etc. It will secure the rear wheel and the frame to objects as large as a telephone pole. When not in use, the hoop folds in half and stows either within the frame of the bicycle or under the seat.

The hoop is coated with rubber to protect the bicycle from scratching. The padlock is placed to resist corrosion, and comes with a seven pin, tubular key cylinder.

Because of the lack of funds, widespread manufacture has been unavailable. For more information, write the MIT Law Board, 38 Grandmont (528 Beacon Street, Boston). One of the suffering heroes responsible for the "Stopper."

**WTBS dazzles crowd; Blgd 10 site of remote**

Revising a recently-traditioned event, WTBS pleased/oriented people far and wide last week with a day-long remote broad- cast from the lobby of Building 10.

The complaints, registered by on-duty Campus Patrol, had to do with the volume level of the public address system. The station was using. Primary complai- nants came from the Burton's Office and Admissions Office personnel closest to the broadcast area. In a departure from years past however, no complai- nants were received from lec- turers in 10-250.

The programming presented was a part of the normal WTBS schedule, and included rock, folk and soul. Eight dif- ferent announcer-engineer com- binations operated the remote between 9 am and 6 pm, when programming returned to the station's main studios (located in 30-250, the basement of Walker Memorial).

The most popular segment was difficult to determine, as all personalities drew large crowds of passed by students at whatever time of day or night. The WTBS tool program, "The Gazette", which runs a varying late-night schedule, is probably the most popular college magazine program. On the other hand, phone calls are any indi- cation, Dan Murphy and Harry Klein, both long-time popular music players, were well re- ceived.
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The most popular segment was difficult to determine, as all personalities drew large crowds of passed by students at whatever time of day or night. The WTBS tool program, "The Gazette", which runs a varying late-night schedule, is probably the most popular college magazine program. On the other hand, phone calls are any indi- cation, Dan Murphy and Harry Klein, both long-time popular music players, were well re- ceived.

There are currently no women at WTBS performing any regular station function, al- though this is more by accident than design. At one time there were several coeds at the sta- tion, but their numbers dwind- led as recruiting became less effective over the last few years.

"we're looking for as many good female announcers as possible in radio," Schindler concluded.
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